Formyl peptide receptors on immune and nonimmune cells: analysis of sequence conservation in FPR genes.
Formyl peptides are oligopeptides released by Gram-negative bacteria. So far, specific formyl peptide receptors (FPRs) have been described in mammals only. FPRs are seven-transmembrane G-coupled molecules and make up a relatively homogeneous group, although exhibiting different levels of affinity for the ligands. We examined the patterns of conservation/mutation within the FPR group of genes, as studied in 16 mRNAs from different species. Following alignment of the coding sections, those nucleotides identical in at least 15 sequences were assigned a "conservation index" 2; those with 8-14 identities an index 1; those with less than 8 identities an index zero. The cumulative average conservation index was 1.36. The autocorrelation function and the power spectrum of the whole series of indexes demonstrated a 3-unit periodicity. This periodicity is explained by the fact that the average conservation indexes of the first, second and third nucleotides of the coding triplets were 1.46, 1.55 (both above the mean), and 1.06 (below the mean), respectively, so that correlations at lag 3 tend to be all positive. In mRNAs, regardless of the position in the coding triplets, T is significantly more frequently conserved (average index = 1.60) than A, C, and G (1.21 - 1.38). In the nucleotides with conservation index 1 or zero, we recorded the two more frequently represented bases. In 35% of mRNA nucleotides the two more frequently represented bases were C and T; in 28% of cases the two more frequently represented bases were A and G; other couples occurred with lower frequencies. Both mutations may arise following C methylation with subsequent transformation into T (by deamination), either in the template or the coding DNA strand. Thus, we hypothesized that in FPR mRNAs there is an evolutionary trend of transformation from G to A and from C to T, the latter being the more stable of the bases.